
 
Laude’s CH301 First Day Class Handout—Please return at the end of class today 

 
Name  ______________________       uteid  _______  Email  _______________________________ 

 
Course Note Purchase. 
 
Will you be purchasing Dr. Laude’s course packet on September 2?  The packet is 400 pages of material 
including the syllabus, all 25 of my lectures, 12 weekly worksheets with answer keys, all of last year’s quizzes 
and exams for the course, and four lectures that survey the high school chemistry you are expected to know for 
the course.  The cost of the notes is about $25 and it is tax free because they will be sold as a one-day fund 
raiser by NSC with all profit going to student scholarships. 
 
I intend to purchase the notes.     yes ____    no _____ 
 
UTeach Outreach Course.  This course provides graded credit to students who give inquiry-based science 
lessons to students in local elementary schools. 
 
I am interested in learning about the UTeach Outreach program this semester.   yes ____    no _____ 
 
Peer to Peer Application.  I would like to be considered as a peer to peer assistant for Dr. Laude’s course.  I 
understand that this will entail identifying an academic community in the residence halls for three hours, one 
night per week.  During this time I will eat dinner with a TA, attend a discussion section, and then promote 
work on worksheets in peer study groups. 
 
yes ____    no _____ 

 
If you are interested, please fill out the following information. 
 
Year in School  _________   Name of Dorm ______________________       
 

Choose from the following academic community options. Cross out the ones you cannot work and circle your preferred nights: 

Sundays in Jester  with Daniel 

Mondays in Kinsolving with Miranda 

Tuesdays in Kinsolving with Travis 

Wednesdays in Jester with Ben 

Thursdays in Jester with Danny

Why do you want to become a peer assistant? 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 
List your skills and previous leadership experiences that you think will be relevant to a peer assistant. 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________ 

 

You will be contacted by the TAs.  We typically fill  6 to 10 students per session so not all applications will be accepted.  


